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Abstract. New observationsof low energy (--1 to 200
MeV/nuc) cosmic rays measuredby three newly launched
experimentson SAMPEX during 1992 and 1993 show the
strongpresenceof anomalous
cosmicray (ACR) nitrogenand
oxygen,well before the approachingsolar minimum. When
comparedwith ACR temporalvariationsover the past two
solar cycleswe find that the 1992-1993 fluxes are -5 to 10
times their level at correspondingneutronmonitor counting
rates in 1969-1970

approachingflux levels observed during previous solar
minima. A preliminaryreport of some of the data reported
here appearsin Mewaldt et al. (1993).
Instrumentation

The SAMPEX spacecraftwas launchedin July 1992 into
an 82ø inclination,low Earth orbit (670 x 520 kin) carrying
four instruments

and 1985.

that measure ion and electron fluxes over a

broad range of energy and intensity, including particles of
solar, interplanetary,galactic, and mag-netosphericorigin

Introduction

(Baker et al. 1993). Measurements from three of these

It is now twenty yearssincethe discoveryof anomalous
flux increasesin the low energy(< 50 MeV/nuc) spectraof
helium and oxygen led to the identification of a new
componentof cosmicrays (McDonald et al. 1974, GarciaMunoz, Mason, and Simpson1973, Hovestadtet al. 1973).
This "anomalous" cosmic ray (ACR) component is now
thoughtto representinterstellarneutral particlesthat have
drifted into the heliosphem,been singly-ionizedby solarUV
or by chargeexchangewith the solar wind, convectedinto
the outerheliosphere,and then acceleratedto energiesof 10
to 100 MeV/nuc (Fisk, Kozlovsky, and Ramaty 1974),
probablyat the solarwind terminationshock(Pesses,Jokipii,
and Eichler 1981). The ACR component is especially
sensitiveto solar modulation,varying over the solarcycle by
a factor of > 100, and observable at 1 AU only at solar
minimum. The elementswhose energy spectrain the outer
heliosphereexhibit anomalousincreasesin flux above the
low energygalacticcosmicray (GCR) spectrumincludeHe,
C, N, O, Ne, Ar, and possiblyH (see, e.g., Cummingsand
Stone 1988;Christian,Cummings,and Stone1989), although
only He, N, O, and Ne am clearlyidentifiableat 1 AU.
In this paper we presentobservationsof C, N, and O
coveringnearlythreedecadesin energy/nucfrom the newlylaunchedSolar, Anomalous,and MagnetosphericParticle
Explorer(SAMPEX). Theseobse•wations
indicatethatduring
the currentrecoveryto solarminimumthe ACR component

instrumentsare combinedhere to provide a comprehensive
determinationof interplanetarycosmic ray spectrafor the
periodfrom late 1992 to early 1993.
The Max-Planck-InstituffAerospace Corp. Heavy Ion
Large Telescope (HILT) covers the primary ACR energy

rangewith a very largegeometryfactor(60 cm2sr)that
provides accuratedeterminations
of the low ACR fluxesin a
shorttime interval.The Caltech/GoddardMass Spectrometer
Telescope (MAST) is optimized for isotopesof energetic
nuclei from C to Ni (Z = 6 to 28), and extends spectral
measurements
to higherenergythan HILT. The University
of Maryland Low Energy Ion Composition Analyzer
(LEICA) coversthe energyrangebelow a few MeV/nuc. It is
usedto determinethe lowest portion of the ACR spectrum
and to monitorsolaractivity that mightcontaminatethe quiet
time spectra.Detailed descriptionsof theseinstrumentshave
been publishedelsewhere(Klecker et al. 1993; Cook et al.
1993; Mason et al. 1993). In addition, data from the Caltech

experimentson IMP-7 & 8 have beenusedto tracethe ACR
intensityover the twenty yearsbeforethe SAMPEX launch.

,

Observations

returned to 1 AU (became observable) in mid-1992, well

The time periodsused for this study were selectedby
monitoringthe daily averageflux of 0.6 to 1.25 MeV/nuc He
measuredby LEICA at invariant latitudes> 70ø. Included
were those days for which this flux was < 0.01

before it might have been expectedto on the basisof its
behaviorduring previoussolar cycles,and that it is already

energyspectrafor C, N, and O measuredfrom 16 November

(cm2sr.sec-MeV/nuc)
-1. Figures1 and2 showquiet-time
1992to 30 April 1993. Notethatat energies
> 50 MeV/nUc
the C/O ratio is --1, typical of galacticcosmicrays. Below
-30 MeV/nuc the O flux increasessharply,while the C flux
continues to decrease,consistentwith a GCR component
subjectto solar modulation, until it reaches~20 MeV/nuc,
where both HILT and MAST observe a turn-up in the C
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Fig. 1' Quiet-time spectra for C and O measured by
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Fig. 2: Quiettime spectrafor N measured
by SAMPEX under
the sameconditionsas for Figure 1. In Figure 1 and 2 data

4/30/93. The dashedline throughthe O pointsis a fit to the

pointsfrom LEICA extend from --0.5 to 1() MeV/nuc; those

0.5 to 2 MeV/nuc

from HILT

data; the C line is derived from this

assumingC/O = 0.4, typicalof low energysolarparticles.

start at -8 and extend to 16 MeV/nuc

for C and

28 MeV/nuc for O; while those from MAST extend from --15
to -150 MeWnuc.

The dashed line is derived fi'om the O fit

assumingN/O = 0.15.

spectrum. At the lowest energies (<5 MeV/nuc) there is
evidencefor a solar/interplanetary
component.
Figure 2 showsthat thereis also an enhancementin the N
spectrumbelow -35 MeV/nuc; a similarturn-upis observed
for Ne at this time (Mewaldt et al. 1993). The Mg, Si, andFe
spectrashow no significantenhancementsin the -10 to 40
MeV/nuc energyrange. The observedfeaturesin the N and
O spectra are the classic signaturesof anomalouscosmic
rays, althoughit had not beengenerallyexpectedthat ACRs
would be evidentat 1 AU thislong beforesolarminimum.
Both HILT

and MAST

observe a small C enhancement

at

-10 to 15 MeV/nuc. Quiet time measurements at 1 AU
during previoussolar cycleshave sometimesobservedsmall

enhancementsin the C spectrumat-10 MeV/nuc (e.g.,
Webberet al. 1977), usuallyinterpretedas due to small solar
or interplanetaryeventsthatwerenot eliminatedby the quiettime selection criteria. The only clear evidence for ACR
carbon comes from Voyager observations in the outer
heliosphere, where solar contributions are much less
significant(Cummingsand Stone 1988). The Voyager 10 to
20 MeV/nuc C/O ratio is -0.01, whereasthe ratio in Figure 1
is closerto -0.1. While it is thereforepossiblethat someof
the "bump" in the 10 to 20 MeV/nuc C specu'umis due to
ACR carbon, there is more likely a significant solar
contribution, and this region of the spectrumwill require
additionalstudyas more SAMPEX dataare obtained.
To relate the 1992-93

observations

to those from earlier

yearsFigure 3 showsthe 8 to 27 MeV/nuc oxygenflux over
two solarcycles,basedmainly on 1972 to 1992 datafrom the
Caltech experiments on IMP-7&8 (Mewaldt et al. 1976)
supplementedby OGO-5 and IMP-6 data from earlier years,
and

extended

with

new

data

from

SAMPEX.

It

has

previously been shown that the ACR intensity is wellcon'elated with neutron monitor measurements of the flux of

high-energycosmic rays (Mewaldt, Stone, and Vogt 1975;
von Rosenvingeand McDonald 1975; Klecker et al. 1980),
and Figure 3 includesthe Mr. Washingtonneutronmonitor
countingrate, taken to the 30th power and normalizedto the
1972 to 1978 ACR fluxes (Mewaldt 1990).

Discussion

While thescalingof theneutronmonitorratesin Figure3
providesa reasonable
representation
of the ACR temporal
variationsat 1 AU over two solar cycles,the correlationis
not perfect. Note that the 1987 solar minimum fluxes never

quite reachedtheir 1976-77 levels, even thoughthe 1987
neutronmonitorexceededits 1976-77 level. It is possible
that this is a result of the differing effectsof gradientand
curvaturedrifts (e.g., Pesses,Jokipii, and Eichler, 1981) in
the two orientations
of the solarmagneticfield, or it may be
an exampleof "hysteresis"betweenlow-energyand higher
energy particles, in which the 1987 ACR fluxes at 1 AU
never recoveredto an equilibrium level before the onset of
increased solar modulation in mid-1987.

A much greater differencebetweenthe ACR fluxes and
scaled neutron monitor rate is evident in 1992, when the O

flux is at least5 timesgreaterthanwouldbe predictedby the
correlationextrapolated
from earlieryears. We mightexpect
the 1992-1993recoveryto mimic its behavior22 yearsearlier
morecloselythan-11 yearsearlier(e.g.,JokipiiandThomas
1981), sincethe solarmagneticfield orientationsare the same
in these two cases.

To examine the onset of these three

successive
solarminimain moredetail,we showin Figure4
regression plots between the ACR oxygen flux and the
neutronmonitor for the periods1968 to 1972, 1985 to 1987,
and1992to 1993. Whencomparedat corresponding
neutron
monitor levels we see that the ACR oxygen flux at the
beginningof 1993 is-5 times greaterthan in 1968-72. A
similarlow-energyincreaseis seenin the N (Figure2) and
Ne spectra(Mewaldt et al. 1993).
The origin of the rapidrecoveryof ACR N andO in 1992

is presentlyunknown,but it may be relatedto a decreasein
the tilt of the heliosphericcurrentsheet(Cummings,Stone,
and Webber 1990), which decreasedfrom > 50 ø in late 1991

to < 30ø in mid-1992 (Hoeksema,privatecommunication).
Correspondingcurrentsheetdata fi'om 1969 to 1970 are not

available,but the tilt in 1971-72was already< 30ø in early
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Fig. 3: The 8 to 27 MeV/nucoxygenflux from 1968to early1993,basedmainlyon 1972to mid-1992datafromtheCaltech
experiments
onIMP-7&8. The 1968(Teegarden
et al. 1969)and1968-69(Mogro-Campero
et al. 1973)pointsarefromOGO5, while the 1971 pointis fromIMP-6 (yonRosenvinge
andMcDonald1975). The lastfour (open)pointsin 1992-1993are
from the HILT sensoron SAMPEX. Also shownis the Mt. Washingtonneutronmonitorrate (MtW; LabonteandLockwood,

private
communication),
scaled
using
theequation
J= 2.1x 10-6(MtW/2440)
30.
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Fig. 4: Regression
plotsof the 8 to 27 MeV/nuc oxygenflux vs. the Mt. Washingtonneutronmonitorcountingrate for the
threerecoveryperiodsin Figure3.
1971 (Saito and Swinson, 1986). The lack of current sheet
(and detailed ACR) measurementsfrom 1969-70 prevent us
from exploringthispossibilityfurther.

It is alsopossiblethatthe increasedACR flux at 1 AU in
1992-1993 resultsin part from a closerapproachof the solar
wind terminationshockthanits corresponding
distancein the
early 1970's.We mightexpecttheterminationshockdistance
at any given time to reflect the solarwind pressureat 1 AU
~1 year earlier.This possibilityis underinvestigation,
but it
does not appear likely that a closer approach of the
termination shock would affect the intensity at 1 AU by as
much as a factor of-5, given the generallysmall intensity
gradientsmeasuredin the outerheliosphem(Cummingsand
Stone1988, Cummings,Stone,andWebber 1990).
It is alsopossiblethatthe apparentlydifferentmodulation
of low and high energy cosmicrays in 1992 and the early
1970%reflectsa propertyof the solarwind andinterplanetary

magnetic field that determinesthe interplanetarydiffusion
coefficientsof thesetwo components,which dependon the
power spectrum of magnetic field fluctuations in the
interplanetawmedium.In addition,a changein the diffusion
coefficientin the vicinity of the terminationshockmight alter
the ACR "source"strength.
Irrespectiveof its origin, the suddenreturn of the ACR
fluxes to 1 AU in 1992 providesa fortunateopportunityfor
the new instrumentation on SAMPEX to make improved
measurementsof its elemental and isotopic composition,
charge states, temporal behavior, and its trapping in the
Earth's magnetosphere
(Cummingset al. 1993).
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